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Abstract Tiltmeters have the potential to resolve ground deformation due to changes in hydraulic head
induced by conduit pressurization. Conduit pressure variations cause groundwater to be stored or released from
storage within the surrounding rock matrix. We modeled this process and infer whether the resulting
deformation is measurable with tiltmeters and what behavior to expect by fully coupling porous media flow and
solid mechanics in a poroelastic, 2D finite element model. Parameter sets globally representative of Paleozoic,
Mesozoic, and Cenozoic confined and unconfined aquifers are considered. Our analysis focuses on the impact
of the parameterization on pore pressure, vertical displacement, and tilt. We find that the spatial distribution of
the poroelastic signal depends on the hydraulic diffusivity, and its magnitude depends on the mechanical and
coupling parameters. Additional analysis of the impacts of conduit radius and depth suggests that tilt polarity
could be an indicator of conduit location and relative conduit size. We calibrated the model to data observations
acquired at the Santa Fe River Sink‐Rise system in north‐central Florida, US.We find that an overlying clay‐rich
layer may act to partially confine the aquifer. Although the observed tilt signal is present in radial and transverse
components and polarity reversals occur, we were able to recover the magnitude and general trend of the tilt
response.

Plain Language Summary Our study focused on understanding how changes in ground deformation
can be caused by groundwater flow induced by a pressurized karst conduit. We modeled this process in different
types of aquifers to determine if the deformation can be measured using tiltmeters, instruments that measure
changes in the angle of the ground. We also explored the effect of conduit size and depth. Our findings show that
the distribution and magnitude of the ground response depend on the physical parameters of the aquifer.
Additionally, we find that tilt data can provide information about conduit location, size, and depth. We tested the
model using data from the Santa Fe River Sink‐Rise system in Florida. We find this system may behave as a
partially confined aquifer due to the presence of clay in the overlying unit. From the use of our simplified
numerical formulation, we were able to recover the magnitude and overall trend of the observed tilt data.

1. Introduction
Erosional features formed due to the dissolution of soluble rock define karst landscapes (Veress, 2020) and can
generate incredibly complex hydrological properties in the resulting rocks (Ford & Williams, 2007). Namely,
dissolutionally enlarged channels or conduits play a central role in these systems, accounting for most ground-
water flow, which is highly localized and challenging to detect (Budd & Vacher, 2004). However, groundwater
storage and pumping predominantly occur within the surrounding porous rock matrix (Worthington et al., 2000).
Exchange between conduits and the rock matrix controls water quality because conduits may provide direct and
rapid access to groundwater for contaminants (Vesper et al., 2000; White, 2002).

Despite the significance of understanding conduit‐matrix interactions, the local heterogeneity of the conduits and
porous media aquifer poses challenges in identifying the conduit's location and characterizing the aquifer's hy-
drological parameters. Various techniques, including hydrological (e.g., Bailly‐Comte et al., 2010; Covington
et al., 2009; J. M. Martin et al., 2006), geochemical (e.g., Birk et al., 2006; Gunn, 2015; J. B. Martin &
Dean, 1999, 2001; Moore et al., 2009, 2010; Screaton et al., 2004), numerical modeling‐based (e.g., Basha &
Zoghbi, 2018; Hubinger et al., 2016; Wilson & Henry, 2014; Zhang et al., 2022), and geophysical methods (e.g.,
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Bechtel et al., 2007; Benson et al., 2003; Chalikakis et al., 2011) have been adopted to address this challenge;
however, combining geodetic techniques and numerical modeling is a relatively nascent approach.

Geodetic techniques have been used extensively in studying volcanism‐induced ground deformation, encom-
passing phenomena like dike intrusions, fracture propagation, lava fountains, and pressurization within magmatic
or hydrothermal systems that lead to volumetric changes in the volcanic structure (Fernández et al., 2017;
Gambino et al., 2014). However, these techniques can also provide observations of deformation induced by
groundwater pressurized sources, such as faults (e.g., Devoti et al., 2018; Schuite et al., 2017), pumping or
injecting wells (e.g., Fabian & Kümpel, 2003; Hisz et al., 2013; Kümpel et al., 1996, 1999; Murdoch et al., 2021,
2023; Weise et al., 1999), fractures (e.g., D’Agostino et al., 2018; Hisz et al., 2013; Jacob et al., 2010; Lesparre
et al., 2017; Longuevergne et al., 2009; Pintori et al., 2021; Serpelloni et al., 2018; Silverii et al., 2016, 2019), and
conduits (e.g., Braitenberg et al., 2019). Tiltmeters are especially useful for studying these phenomena. Because
heterogeneities affect flow patterns through aquifer systems, they also manifest in the temporal aspects, orien-
tation, and extent of the tilt (Fabian &Kümpel, 2003; Hisz et al., 2013; Lesparre et al., 2017). Therefore, tiltmeters
can provide clues on the type, location, and geometry of aquifer heterogeneities, enhancing our knowledge of the
aquifer structure and behavior.

Understanding the role of the pressurized sources, as monitored by geodetic techniques, is necessary for com-
prehending heterogeneous aquifer system dynamics. As governed by the theory of poroelasticity (Biot, 1941,
1962; Biot & Willis, 1957), the direct coupling between hydraulic pressure transients and porous media defor-
mation can offer details on aquifer state, properties, and boundary conditions (Fabian & Kümpel, 2003; Weise
et al., 1999). Some studies have partially addressed geodetics and poroelasticity through numerical modeling of
the pressure source while neglecting flow through the porous matrix (e.g., Braitenberg et al., 2019; Jacob
et al., 2010; Longuevergne et al., 2009). Although, other studies have considered fully coupled poroelastic models
(e.g., Hisz et al., 2013; Murdoch et al., 2021, 2023; Schuite et al., 2017; Tsai, 2011; Weise et al., 1999).

This paper explores the poroelastic response to karst conduit pressurization in an idealized 2D cross‐sectional
finite element model implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics® (v. 6.0) (COMSOL, 2021). Because hydrologic
and mechanical parameters may differ by large amounts between aquifer types and age, the poroelastic response,
given a simple linear input, is compared between geometrically similar Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic age
confined and unconfined aquifers. That is, we chose parameter sets to globally represent aquifer types through
progressively older to younger limestone, which have typically experienced deeper to shallower burial and define
telogenetic and eogenetic karst (Choquette & Pray, 1970; Florea & Vacher, 2006; Vacher & Mylroie, 2002). For
example, matrix permeability and aquifer age generally have an exponential relationship, and the permeability of
the two endmember groups of carbonate rocks can differ by more than seven orders of magnitude (Florea &
Vacher, 2006). The effects of conduit size and depth are further explored in a Cenozoic unconfined aquifer case.
Finally, the Cenozoic unconfined aquifer model is roughly calibrated and compared to hydrologic and tilt ob-
servations made between July 2019 and October 2019 at the Santa Fe River Sink‐Rise System (SRS) in north‐
central Florida, US.

2. Linear Poroelastic Constitutive Relationships
The constitutive relationships of poroelasticity were originally developed in Biot (1941), Biot and Willis (1957),
and Biot (1962), assuming reversible stress‐strain relations given small strains and porous media flow follows
Darcy's law. Detournay and Cheng (1993) and Wang (2000) provide additional details on the theory of linear
poroelasticity. We present these relations considering additional simplifying assumptions such as that the medium
is hydrologically isotropic and gravity is negligible (Text S1, Table S1, & Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting
Information S1). The relations fully couple porous media flow to solid mechanics, and we simultaneously solve
for displacement and fluid pressure via finite element analysis in COMSOL Multiphysics® (v. 6.0), by coupling
the Subsurface Flow and Solid Mechanics modules.

Biot (1962) introduced the second‐order symmetrical total stress tensor, τij, that describes the forces applied to
both solid and fluid parts of each face of a unit cube and can be expressed as

τij = 2μεij + λεvolδij − αpδij (1)
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where μ is the shear modulus, λ is the drained Lamé constant, α is the Biot‐Willis coefficient (Biot & Wil-
lis, 1957), εij is the small strain tensor, εvol is the volumetric strain, p is the fluid pressure, and δij is the Kronecker
delta (Table 1). The shear modulus and drained Lamé constant are related to drained Young's modulus, E, and
drained Poisson's ratio, ν, by μ = E/[2(1 + ν)] and λ = νE/[(1 + ν) (1 − 2ν)], respectively. Strain is considered to
be positive in expansion and negative in compression. It is assumed that the total stress field is in equilibrium, that
is, when gravity is neglected,

τij,j = 0 (2)

where τij,j is the divergence of the second‐order stress tensor. The fluid is considered to be at rest and under
constant pressure.

For a hydrologically isotropic medium and when gravity is neglected, fluid flow in a poroelastic medium is
governed by (e.g., Bear, 1972, 1979; Detournay & Cheng, 1993; Wang, 2000)

S
∂p
∂t
−

k
η

∇2p = − α
∂εvol
∂t

(3)

where S is the specific storage coefficient, k is permeability, and η is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The mass
source‐sink coupling term, − α∂εvol/∂t, describes the rate of expansion or contraction of pore space. Because we
are interested in transient processes, we can neglect gravity by assuming that the groundwater has negligible
variations in density (Anderson et al., 2015; Wang, 2000). Nonetheless, we showed that simulations with gravity
do not significantly change the results compared to pressure‐only simulations, but are much more computa-
tionally expensive (Text S1, Table S1, & Figures S1 and S2 in Supporting Information S1). These simulations
show that the pressure gradients within the aquifer, induced from the localized fluid injection and withdrawal
within the conduit, are the dominant drivers of the system dynamics. Additionally, these simulations suggest that
gravitational consolidation of the solid skeleton is also negligible. Consequently, the effect of gravity on the
observed transients is minimal and does not influence interpretations of results.

Table 1
List of Symbols Introduced

b Aquifer saturated thickness [L] x Horizontal Cartesian coordinate [L]

D Conduit depth [L] y Vertical Cartesian coordinate [L]

E Drained Young's modulus [F/L2] α Biot‐Willis coefficient [1]

g Acceleration due to gravity, scalar [L/T2] γ Fluid specific weight [F/L3]

i Cartesian coordinate index δij Kronecker delta [1]

j Cartesian coordinate index εij Small strain tensor [1]

Kd Drained bulk modulus [F/L2] εvol Volumetric strain (i.e., dilatation) [1]

k Isotropic permeability [L2] η Dynamic viscosity [FT/L2]

n Matrix porosity [1] θ Tilt [1] or [nrad]

p Fluid pressure [F/L2] κ Aquifer hydraulic diffusivity [L2/T]

R Conduit radius [L] λ Lamé parameter [F/L2]

S Specific storage coefficient [L2/F] ρf Fluid density [M/L3]

Ss Specific storage [L− 1] τij Total stress tensor [F/L2]

Sy Specific yield [1] τij,j Divergence of total stress tensor [F/L3]

t Time [T] μ Shear modulus [F/L2]

u Horizontal displacement component [L] ν Drained Poisson's ratio [1]

v Vertical displacement component [L] χf Fluid compressibility [L2/F]

wx Far‐field boundary [L]
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Although Equation 3 is time‐varying, Equation 2 is quasi‐static. It is assumed that an elastic response of the solid
to changes in fluid flow results in instantaneous transitions to a new equilibrium state (Bear, 1972). This
assumption may be violated for granular unconsolidated materials and cohesive soils (i.e., sand and clay) because
both behave inelastically and involve more time for the stress state to reach a new equilibrium (Bear, 1972).

Biot and Willis (1957) used jacketed and unjacketed compressibility tests after Hughes and Cooke (1953) and
Geertsma (1956) to measure the Biot‐Willis coefficient and the storage coefficient in terms of solid and fluid
compressibility. They show that

S = nχ f +
(α − n)(1 − α)

Kd
(4)

where χf is the fluid compressibility, n is porosity, and Kd is the drained bulk modulus, related to shear modulus
and drained Lamé constant by Kd =

2
3μ + λ.

Equation 3 describes the flow in confined aquifers; however, we assume the changes in the hydraulic head are
negligible in the unconfined simulations and adopt a fixed‐node approach as typically used in MODFLOW
(Anderson et al., 2015; Sheets et al., 2015). Although COMSOL® (v. 6.0) does not offer explicit definition of
specific yield, Sy, for an unconfined aquifer, it can be added to the fluid compressibility input within the
poroelastic storage node as

χ f → χ f +
Sy

nρ f gb
(5)

where ρf is the fluid density, b is the initial aquifer saturated thickness, and g is acceleration due to gravity.
Simulating unconfined aquifer pump tests in COMSOL® by defining χf in this manner agrees with analytical
solutions of the Theis (1935) well drawdown equation for given values of Sy (Text S2, Table S2, & Figure S3 in
Supporting Information S1).

Given boundary and initial conditions, the final formulation can be found by substituting Equation 1 into
Equation 2, and substituting Equations 4 and 5 into Equation 3. This can then be solved for displacements, u and v,
and fluid pressure p. Because tiltmeters generally measure changes from vertical level, the tilt, θ, is calculated as
the gradient of the vertical displacement field, v (i.e., θ = atan (∂v/∂x) , for 2D).

Since we model confined and unconfined aquifers, we need to consider the respective large differences in hy-
draulic diffusivity, κ, as this parameter governs the speed with which pressure disturbances will propagate through
the aquifer. Hydraulic diffusivity can be defined in terms of permeability and specific storage, Ss, as

κ =
kρ f g
ηSs

. (6)

For poroelastic considerations, Ss can be obtained by combining Equations 4 and 5, and then factoring in the
specific weight of the fluid, γ = ρfg. Thus, by using the relationships between elastic moduli, Equation 6 can be
expressed as

κ =
k

η(nχ f + 3(α − n)(1 − α)(1 − 2ν)E− 1 + Syb− 1γ− 1)
. (7)

3. Model Formulation
3.1. Geometry, Parameters, Boundary, and Initial Conditions

To understand the general poroelastic response to karst conduit pressurization and subsequent change in
groundwater storage, we developed an idealized two‐dimensional cross‐sectional model geometry in COMSOL
Multiphysics® (v. 6.0). A semicircle, representing a cross‐sectional area across the half‐width of a cylindrical
karst conduit, was centrally embedded along a plane of symmetry (mirror symmetry along the xy‐plane) within a
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horizontally stratified aquifer of constant thickness (Figure 1a). Model strata
consisted of an impermeable lower‐confining dolostone unit and a fully
saturated permeable limestone unit. These were based on the Upper Floridan
Aquifer (UFA) of north‐central Florida between the cities of Gainesville and
Lake City (Florida Geological Survey, 1997; Miller, 1986, 1990; Upchurch
et al., 2019; Williams & Kuniansky, 2016). The conduit, located within the
permeable zone, embodied a local part of the UFA known as the Santa Fe
River Sink‐Rise System (SRS), a land bridge overlying a network of karst
conduits that connect the northern and southern branches of the Santa Fe
River (Upchurch et al., 2019) (Figure 1b). The fully submerged conduits,
mapped by the National Speleological Society Cave Diving Section's Santa
Fe River Rise Project (Courbon et al., 2005), measure approximately 18–24 m
in width and 12–18 m in height and are 30 m beneath the surface (Moore
et al., 2010; Screaton et al., 2004). The UFA is considered to be unconfined
here and consists of Eocene age permeable limestone (Ocala formation)
(Williams & Kuniansky, 2016). Its uppermost unit of post‐Miocene undif-
ferentiated sand and clay (Florida Geological Survey, 1997; Miller, 1986;
Ritorto et al., 2009; Upchurch et al., 2019; Williams & Kuniansky, 2016) was
neglected in the initial aquifer case studies to allow comparison between
confined and unconfined aquifer cases of coherent initial saturated thickness.
However, we tested the potential effect of the uppermost unit when incor-
porating natural data observations at the SRS into the model.

All parameter values used in this study are presented in Table 2. These
represent case studies of the model permeable zone ranging from Paleozoic
limestone to Cenozoic limestone (e.g., Budd & Vacher, 2004; Choquette &
Pray, 1970; J. M.Martin et al., 2006; Vacher &Mylroie, 2002). Values for the
lower confining unit were held constant.

We assumed a plane of symmetry at x = 0. This forced a condition of zero
solid displacement and fluid flow normal to x = 0 but allowed vertical (y‐
plane) groundwater flow and deformation at the x = 0 boundary (Figure 1a).
The far‐field boundary was located at x = wx. Mechanical roller boundaries
were applied at the far‐field boundary for all domains that also forced a
condition of zero solid displacement normal to the boundary. Constant hy-
draulic head conditions were applied to the permeable zone far‐field boundary
such that fluid was allowed to flow in or beyond the boundary. In the confined
case, the permeable zone was confined top and bottom with no‐flow
boundaries in which flow could not occur in a direction across the bound-
ary. For the unconfined case, the permeable zone was confined at the bottom
with a no‐flow boundary, while a gauge pressure condition was placed on the
upper boundary. The lower boundary on the lower confining unit was me-
chanically fixed and could not experience deformation. Mechanical free node
conditions were applied to the uppermost and conduit boundaries; thus, the
land surface and conduit walls were free to deform.

For the aquifer domain, an initial hydraulic head condition was set to a uniform pressure head and zero elevation
head at the boundary between the permeable zone and the upper confining unit (at y = 0 for t ≤ 0). We defined a
fluid boundary condition at the conduit‐matrix edge by assuming that the conduit pressure head was equivalent to
the matrix hydraulic head at the boundary (Basha & Zoghbi, 2018), which applied a fluid pressure gradient, ∇p,
on Equation 3 that induced flow.

The SRS features approximately north‐south oriented conduits (Figure 1b), which are situated between the
Florida coastlines where the width of the UFA extends ∼200 km from east to west (Upchurch et al., 2019;
Williams & Kuniansky, 2016). This suggests that model far‐field boundaries should be located approximately
±100 km from the conduit center. To gauge if this distance can be decreased, thus allowing for smaller model

Figure 1. (a) Model geometry with boundary and initial conditions. (b) Map
depicting the Santa Fe River Sink‐Rise (SRS) system and instrumentation
deployment from May 2018–May 2021. Map sourced from Esri
contributors, and conduit overlay provided by the Santa Fe River Rise
Project of the National Speleological Society Cave Diving Section, contact
mpoucher@cavesurvey.com.
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elements as opposed to a coarser mesh, the far‐field boundary was refined such that three separate models with
wx < 100 km were compared to a reference model with wx = 100 km. This analysis suggests that wx for this study
should be no more than 10 km from the conduit center (Text S3, Table S3, & Figures S4 and S5 in Supporting
Information S1). Analysis of the behavior of the poroelastic signal, while considering the location of geophysical
and hydrological instrumentation deployed at the SRS (Figure 1b), suggests that the region of interest within the
model falls within 250 m of the conduit. We conducted a mesh resolution study within the region of interest,
refining the mesh element size until the solutions converged to constant values (Text S4, Table S4, & Figures S6–
S8 in Supporting Information S1).

3.2. Aquifer Cases

This study explored the effects of different parameter sets and modifications to conduit geometry. We considered
parameter sets representative of Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic limestone (Table 2) for both confined and
unconfined aquifer cases. Additionally, we considered confined and unconfined Cenozoic limestone cases, and
conduit radius,R, and depth to the conduit center,D, are tested over the following sets: (a) radii of 1, 5, 10, and 15m
at a depth of 30 m and (b) radius of 10 m at depths of 15, 30, 45, and 60m. Although conduit processes can occur at
time scales as low as fractions of a second, driven by pressure waves propagating at the speed of sound, we are
interested in matrix responses to long‐term changes in conduit pressure over days to months. For all tests, the
conduit pressure headwas assigned to increase at a rate of 0.5 cm/hrwith a time‐step of 0.25 days over 25 days. This
corresponds to the average rate of groundwater and surface‐water level increase observed in hydrograph rising
limbs from SRSmonitoring locations and represents a reasonable duration for a complete SRS rising limb (Figure
S4 in Supporting Information S1). Displacement and tilt results are compared first at a fixed time and y‐position
(t= 25 days and y= 0), and then at a fixed y‐position and x‐position (y= 0 and x= 15, 45, 70, and 175 m) from the
conduit center,where all the fixed xy‐positions, except x= 1m, correspond to conduit‐tiltmeter distance at the study
site (Figure 1b). The hydraulic head results are compared at similar positions, except roughly at the depth of the
monitoring wells (y = − 30 m).

Table 2
Parameter Sets for Comparison Between Different Limestone Age and Aquifer Type

Parameter Symbol Paleozoic Mesozoic Cenozoic Dimension

Aquifer porositya n 0.02 0.10 0.20 [1]

Aquifer permeabilitya k 10− 17 10− 15 10− 13 [m2]

Aquifer specific yieldb Sy 0.015 0.075 0.150 [1]

Aquifer Biot coefficientc α 0.10 0.40 0.65 [1]

Limestone Young's modulusd E 52 35 23 [GPa]

Limestone Poisson's ratioe ν 0.25 0.30 0.35 [1]

Dolostone Young's moduluse,f E 57.8 [GPa]

Dolostone Poisson's ratioe,f ν 0.225 [1]

Water densityg,f ρf 1000 [kg/m3]

Water compressibilityg,f χf 4.4·10− 10 [Pa− 1]

Water dynamic viscosity (21°C)h,f η 0.9779 [cP]

Confined hydraulic diffusivityi κ 9.40·10− 4 2.04·10− 2 1.09·100 [m2/s]

Unconfined hydraulic diffusivityi κ 6.68·10− 7 1.34·10− 5 6.68·10− 4 [m2/s]
aValues typical of limestone age (e.g., Budd & Vacher, 2004; Ford & Williams, 2007; Martin et al., 2006; Vacher &
Mylroie, 2002). bValue for unconfined cases assumed to be 75% of porosity. cValues as a function of matrix porosity (T.
Bratton, Personal Commun., March 2021). dStatic values for limestone as a function of porosity after Hadi (2018). eTypical
value ranges from Appendices D and E of Gudmundsson (2011) under the assumption of decreasing Poisson's ratio with
porosity (e.g., Diaz et al., 2003; Fabricius et al., 2007; Ji et al., 2018). gTypical value from Freeze and Cherry (1979). hValues
fromWeast et al. (1992). iValues calculated from Equation 7 assuming zero specific yield for the confined cases. fValue used
across all study cases.
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4. Results
4.1. Solutions Over the Full Model Domain

Hydraulic head and Darcy flux magnitude are spatially distributed further from the conduit for the confined versus
unconfined cases of a given rock age (Figures 2a–2f). For the confined and unconfined cases, the spatial

Figure 2. Solutions for aquifer cases at t = 25 days. (a–f) Hydraulic head surface and overlaid streamlines with colored
arrowheads indicating log‐magnitude and direction of Darcy flow field. (g–l) Total vertical displacement with truncated
color scale at 10.0 μm. Contours specific to each case are added. (m–r) Tilt with truncated color scale at ±50 nrad. Contours
are added from ±50 to ±250 nradin 100 nrad intervals. Depths >100 m corresponds to the lower‐confining unit. Confined
and unconfined cases are presented in the left and right columns, respectively. Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic aquifers
are presented in the different rows (see labels).
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distribution of the hydraulic head and Darcy flux magnitude increases with decreasing rock age. For all cases,
fluid flows radially outward from the conduit where maximum changes in hydraulic head and Darcy flux occur.
Flow does not become “truly” horizontal for all cases except for the Mesozoic and Cenozoic confined cases.
Instead, fluid flow for the Paleozoic and Mesozoic unconfined cases stays in the vicinity radially adjacent to the
conduit such that the Darcy flux magnitude rapidly decreases away from the conduit until a discoidal flow pattern
occurs (Figures 2e and 2f). For the Paleozoic confined and Cenozoic unconfined cases, the spatial distribution of
hydraulic head is similar, but the behavior of the streamlines is different (Figures 2c and 2d). In the Paleozoic
confined case, flow initially moves toward and follows the upper and lower boundaries near the conduit but
diminishes at around 200 m from the conduit, where it tends to flow downward toward the bottom of the aquifer.
In the Cenozoic unconfined case, however, flow from the upper half of the conduit predominantly moves
vertically and truncates at the upper boundary. In contrast, flow from the lower half descends and follows the
lower confining unit. The Darcy flux is several orders of magnitude greater at similar spatial coordinates for the
Cenozoic unconfined case versus the Paleozoic confined case. For the Mesozoic and Cenozoic confined cases, the
flow becomes horizontal at approximately 150 m from the conduit (Figures 2a and 2b).

Maximum total vertical displacement occurs in the local vicinity above the conduit and decreases with distance
from the conduit (Figures 2g–2l). Vertical displacement extends to distances further from the conduit for the
confined versus unconfined cases of a given rock age. Similarly, for both confined and unconfined cases, vertical
displacement subsequently spans further from the conduit with decreasing rock age. There is approximately a one
order of magnitude decrease in the vertical displacement between the confined and unconfined cases for similar
rock age as well as vertical displacement increases with decreasing rock age for each aquifer type. The spatial
distribution of the vertical displacement is similar for the Paleozoic confined and the Cenozoic unconfined aquifer
cases, but vertical displacement for the Cenozoic unconfined case is approximately one order of magnitude larger
(Figures 2i and 2j).

The modeled tilt patterns exhibit a dominant spatial orientation, pointing away from the conduit (Figures 2m–2r).
This negative (clockwise) tilt originates near the upper‐right quadrant of the conduit, whereas localized positive
(counterclockwise) tilt signal is present near the lower‐right quadrant. Because the model is symmetrical
(mirrored) along the x = 0 plane, polarity of the tilt is reversed for negative x‐distances. Among the studied cases,
the Paleozoic cases show the least absolute tilt magnitude (Figures 2o and 2r). Specifically, the Paleozoic un-
confined case exhibits little‐to‐no tilt signal away from the conduit‐matrix boundary, whereas the Paleozoic
confined case displays its greatest absolute tilt magnitude near the upper boundary (≪50 nrad). On the other hand,
the Paleozoic and Mesozoic unconfined cases demonstrate localized absolute maximum tilt at the conduit‐matrix
boundary (Figures 2q–2r). In contrast, the Cenozoic cases exhibit the highest absolute tilt magnitude among all
model cases (Figures 2m and 2p). In the Cenozoic confined case, this occurs at the conduit‐matrix boundary
(≫250 nrad) (Figure 2m), whereas in the Cenozoic unconfined case, it is observed near the upper boundary (150–
250 nrad) (Figure 2p). For the Mesozoic and Cenozoic confined cases, the absolute maximum tilt occurs at the
conduit‐matrix boundary (Figures 2m and 2n). Moreover, the overall negative tilt of the Mesozoic confined case
more locally restricted to the conduit than the Cenozoic confined case. However, the Mesozoic confined case
exhibits a larger spatial distribution of absolute tilt exceeding 50 nrad, whereas in the Cenozoic confined case, tilt
magnitudes greater than 50 nrad are concentrated closer to the conduit. This is explained by the small gradient of
vertical displacement for the confined Cenozoic case (Figure 2g). Additionally, the Cenozoic confined case shows
a distinct local minimum at distances of 40–50 m from the conduit in the upper‐half of the model permeable zone.

4.2. Solutions at Fixed Positions

The hydraulic head solutions are compared at y = − 30 m (Figures 3a and 3b). The solutions are greatest at the
conduit‐matrix boundary and degrade with distance from the conduit. The signals for the confined and unconfined
casesextend approximately 0.1, 0.6, and 4.0 km and 15, 25, and 100 m from the conduit center (x = 0),
respectively, with decreasing rock age.

At the upper boundary, the total vertical displacement signals in the confined cases extend approximately the
same distance from the conduit as the hydraulic head signals, while they extend up to 50 m further than the
hydraulic head signals in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic unconfined cases (Figures 3c and 3d). The confined cases
exhibit subsequently increasing vertical displacement with decreasing rock age, that is, with increasing Biot
coefficients and compliances (up to 48 μm difference at x = 0) (Figure 3c). This trend holds for the unconfined
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cases, but some signals are insignificant. For instance, there is no significant response for the Paleozoic un-
confined case, theMesozoic unconfined case exhibits only small vertical displacement (<2 μm), and the Cenozoic
unconfined case has a relatively large response (∼11 μm) (Figure 3d).

A secondary peak is evident in the vertical displacement for the Cenozoic confined case near the conduit (∼50 m)
(Figure 3c), and is directly reflected in the tilt as a local minimum (Figure 3e). The Mesozoic confined case
exhibits similar behavior and reaches a local minimum about 40 m from the conduit. This behavior, however, is
not seen in the Paleozoic confined case, for which the tilt signal resembles the smooth increase and decrease of the
Mesozoic and Cenozoic unconfined cases (Figures 3e and 3f). Absolute tilt for confined cases occurs closer to the
conduit for younger rock, while absolute tilt for the unconfined cases occurs at larger distances from the conduit
for younger rock.

As distance from the conduit increases, both temporal hydraulic head and total vertical displacement solutions
show slower increases for each specific scenario (Figures 4a–4p). Furthermore, in confined cases compared to
unconfined cases of the same rock age, these increases occur more rapidly. These increases are less linear for
Paleozoic and Mesozoic confined and Cenozoic unconfined cases. There is a larger time delay of the response
signal at increasing distance. The Paleozoic confined case takes up to 5 days to respond for distances less than or
equal to 70 m from the conduit (Figures 4a–4c and 4i–4k) with no response at 175 m from the conduit (Figures 4d
and 4l). The Mesozoic confined case responds quicker than the Paleozoic confined case. This response is almost
instantaneous at 15 m from the conduit (Figures 4a and 4i) and less than 5 days for distances between 45 and
175 m from the conduit (Figures 4b–4d and 4j–4l). The Cenozoic confined case has nearly an instantaneous
response at all distances up to 175 m from the conduit (Figures 4a–4d and 4i–4l). There is no significant hydraulic
head or displacement signal for the Paleozoic and Mesozoic unconfined cases (Figures 4e–4h and 4m–4p). Time
delays for the Cenozoic unconfined case resemble the Paleozoic confined case.

In the Paleozoic and Mesozoic confined cases, the tilt exhibits the smallest absolute magnitude directly above the
conduit; however, the highest absolute magnitude is observed at distances of 45 and 70 m from the conduit,
respectively (Figures 4q–4t). The effects of the local minimum in absolute tilt for the Cenozoic confined case are
apparent as a rapid decrease in the slope in the tilt curve at distances greater than 45 m from the conduit
(Figures 4r–4t). For the unconfined cases, absolute magnitude tilt of younger rock is always greater than or equal
to that of older rock (Figures 4u–4x). The Paleozoic unconfined case exhibits little‐to‐no tilt. Tilt in the Mesozoic
unconfined case is consistently smaller than the Mesozoic confined case. However, at distances between 45 and

Figure 3. Solutions of (a), (b) hydraulic head at y= − 30m, (c), (d) vertical displacement, and (e), (f) tilt at the upper boundary
for x ≤ 4 km and t = 25 days for different limestone ages (Table 2). Confined and unconfined cases are presented in the left
and right panels, respectively. Inset graphs for distances x ≤ 250 m are included for selected solutions and indicated by the
gray dashed boxes.
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70 m from the conduit, tilt absolute magnitude in the unconfined Cenozoic case is larger than the confined
Cenozoic case.

4.3. Solutions at the Upper Boundary Considering Varying Conduit Radii and Depth

Conduit radii of 1, 5, 10, and 15 m at a fixed depth of 30 m to the conduit center are considered for Cenozoic
confined and unconfined aquifer cases (Figure 5). Increasing the conduit radius appears to predominantly affect
the magnitude of the poroelastic response and minimally alter the spatial extent. For the unconfined cases, the

Figure 4. Temporal solutions at x = 1, 45, 70, and 175 m for different limestone ages (Table 2) of (a–h) hydraulic head at
y= − 30 m, (i–p) vertical displacement and (q–x) tilt at the upper boundary. Confined and unconfined cases are included (see
lateral labels).
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increase in radius produces notable responses across all spatial and temporal solutions (Figures 5b, 5d, 5f, 5h, 5j,
and 5l). For example, given a 5 m increase in conduit radius, at x = 45 m and t= 25 days, hydraulic head, vertical
displacement, and tilt increase by approximately 0.2 m, 2 μm, and 30–40 nrad, respectively. The confined cases,
however, show only a subtle increase in hydraulic head with increasing conduit radius (up to 0.2 m; Figures 5a and
5g). The confined cases show the largest differences in the total vertical displacement directly above the conduit
(2–4 μm), and the secondary peak broadens with increasing conduit radius (Figure 5c). Notably, the 1 m conduit
does not appear to produce this behavior. The relatively small changes in vertical displacement manifest in the tilt
signals with changes of 100's of nrad locally near the conduit (Figure 5e). Temporally there is little‐to‐no dif-
ference in hydraulic head and vertical displacement at 45 m (Figures 5g and 5i). The rate‐of‐change of tilt
magnitude, however, decreases with time at x = 45 m (Figure 5k). Initially, tilt magnitude is slightly larger for
larger conduit radii, but by the end of the simulation, tilt magnitude is smaller for larger conduit radii.

Conduit depths of 15, 30, 45, and 60 m and with a fixed radius of 10 m are considered at fixed positions for
Cenozoic confined and unconfined aquifer cases (Figure 6). There is little difference in hydraulic head for the
confined cases (Figures 6a and 6g). Conversely, for the unconfined cases, there are relatively large decreases in
hydraulic head (up to 1.0 m) with increasing conduit position above and below y = − 30 m (Figure 6b). At the
upper boundary, the vertical displacement for the confined cases generally decreases with increasing conduit
depth (Figure 6c). For instance, the largest differences are directly above the conduit (up to 4 μm). At x= 45 m, we

Figure 5. Conduit radius case solutions (a–f) at t = 25 days for x ≤ 250 m and (g–l) at t ≤ 25 days for x = 45 m. Hydraulic head is examined at y = − 30 m and vertical
displacement and tilt at the upper boundary.
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find no difference in vertical displacement (Figure 6i). The secondary peak in the vertical displacement is more
pronounced for shallower conduits. Its inflection point in the vertical displacement as well as absolute maximum
tilt is located closer to the conduit for shallower conduits. Tilt for all confined cases becomes equal at distances
greater than 100 m from the conduit. For the unconfined cases, vertical displacement above the conduit decreases
(up to ∼1 μm) with increasing conduit depth (Figure 6d). This leads to smaller tilt magnitude near the conduit
(Figure 6f). Away from the origin, vertical displacement decreases more rapidly for shallower conduits. That is,
by 50 m from the conduit, the deeper conduits generally lead to larger vertical displacement than the shallower
conduits and comparable absolute tilt (Figures 6d, 6f, 6j, and 6l).

5. Discussion
5.1. Aquifer Cases

Hydraulic diffusivity ranges over seven orders of magnitude across all tested cases (Table 2), which is related to
differences in aquifer age (one to two orders of magnitude differences in hydraulic diffusivity) and aquifer type
(i.e., confined or unconfined, differences of three to four orders of magnitude in hydraulic diffusivity). As ex-
pected, the hydraulic diffusivity governs the spatial distribution of the hydrological response. Hydrologic signals
generally propagate much slower in older unconfined aquifers (e.g., Paleozoic) than they do in younger confined

Figure 6. Conduit depth case solutions (a–f) at t = 25 days for x ≤ 250 m and (g–l) at t ≤ 25 days for x = 45 m. Hydraulic head is examined at y = − 30 m and vertical
displacement and tilt at the upper boundary.
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aquifers (e.g., Cenozoic), while a similar response may be expected in older confined and younger unconfined
aquifers with a similar hydraulic diffusivity.

Because of the assumption of instantaneous deformation response to pressure changes, the hydraulic diffusivity
must also govern the spatial distribution of the deformational response. This is seen in the vertical displacement
and subsequent tilt solutions, which have nearly the same spatial distribution as the hydraulic head solutions
(Figures 2–4). It may be inferred, however, that the hydraulic diffusivity does not control the magnitude of this
response, which is conspicuous given that the vertical displacement for the Paleozoic confined case is approx-
imately one order of magnitude less than the Cenozoic unconfined case (Figures 2i and 2j). Instead, the magnitude
of the deformational response is governed by an interaction between the hydraulic diffusivity, Biot‐Willis co-
efficient and the elastic moduli of the aquifer (Table 2). Smaller values of Young's modulus directly lead to
increased vertical deformation. Larger values of Poisson's ratio allow the system to be less compressible
(Equation 4) and force a two‐dimensional deformational response to a one‐dimension stress deviation by defi-
nition. This means that larger values of Poisson's ratio slightly decrease the deformation predicted just by Young's
modulus. Additionally, larger values of the Biot‐Willis coefficient allow for increased deformation, which is a
consequence of its role in the effective stress obtained by rearranging Equation 1. A larger magnitude in vertical
displacement does not imply a larger tilt signal. This is apparent in the solutions for the Cenozoic confined case
versus the Mesozoic confined and Cenozoic unconfined cases (Figures 2g–2r and 4i–4x), which suggests that if a
given aquifer has a large hydraulic diffusivity and a small Young's modulus, then relatively large displacement
may be of long spatial wavelength with a small displacement gradient such that the tilt is relatively small.

The secondary peak seen in the displacement and subsequent local minimum in the tilt solutions for the Mesozoic
and Cenozoic confined cases are presumably the result of increased stress above and below the conduit (Figures
S9 and S10 in Supporting Information S1). To evaluate if this could lead to rock failure, we compare von Mises
stress and maximum principal stress to compressive and tensile strength, respectively (Gudmundsson, 2011;
Jaeger et al., 2007). Compressive and tensile strength of limestone range on the order of 4–100MPa and 1–8MPa,
respectively (Gudmundsson, 2011), which is several orders of magnitude greater than the calculated stress
(>10 kPa). Therefore, rock failure is not likely under these circumstances. It is also unlikely that this behavior is
resolvable via tilt data without an impractically dense instrument array.

From this modeling exercise, it may be inferred that a rudimentary estimate of aquifer hydraulic diffusivity can
guide the expected spatial hydrological and deformational response pattern of the aquifer, which has implications
for geophysical array design, well network design, contaminant transport, general water quality and karst
development. For areas where conduit location may be constrained, geodetic arrays should be denser and focused
closer to the conduit for older rock and unconfined aquifers. Furthermore, the polarity of the tilt signal
(Figures 2m–2r and 4q–4x) could potentially provide means to identify relative locations of unknown conduits.
Braitenberg et al. (2019) came to a similar conclusion and further suggested that large GPS arrays could also
determine conduit location for large systems, but this requires a physical system capable of generating dis-
placements on the order of several millimeters at least.

It may prove difficult to estimate conduit size and in particular depth because the model geometry can lead to non‐
unique solutions. It can be inferred from the conduit radius and depth cases that the model solutions are more
sensitive to conduit size than depth, with the arguable exception of tilt solutions of the confined case (Figures 5
and 6). From this it may be hypothesized that a larger and deeper conduit could produce the same solutions at the
upper boundary as a smaller shallower conduit. This was tested by additional simulations, considering only the
Cenozoic unconfined case, where conduit depth was successively increased from 6 to 54 m in 8 m increments, and
the corresponding conduit radius was determined such that the maximum absolute tilt at the upper boundary are
effectively equal to that of the original fixed 10m radius conduit at 30 m depth. The results indicate that increasing
the conduit radius and depth leads to broader vertical displacement signals where maximum tilt occurs further
from the conduit (Figure S11 in Supporting Information S1). This results in larger vertical displacement and
broader spatial coverage for each successive increase in conduit radius and depth, and approximately a 5 m in-
crease in distance from the conduit where maximum absolute tilt occurs. Also, we find a quadratic relationship
between conduit radius and depth (Figure S12 in Supporting Information S1). Therefore, small tilt arrays can
provide information on the relative conduit size and depth, given that the model parameters are well constrained,
and an iterative deployment of tiltmeters based on prior observations could be used to characterize and monitor
conduit‐matrix systems.
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5.2. Data Observations

To test the applicability of the Cenozoic models and compare them with natural data, we adopted a 100 days data
set (1 July 2019–9 October 2019). We chose this date range specifically because it contains two notable peaks in
the hydrograph, coinciding with when the majority of our hydrological and geophysical equipment were oper-
ational. Although we do not have direct measurements of conduit pressure, we inferred the conditions within the
conduit from the surface water levels within the karst windows (i.e., sinkholes that generally represent collapsed
portions of the conduit) Sweetwater Lake, Paraner's Branch, Jug Lake, Hawg Sink, and Ogden Pond (Figure 1b
and Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). For simplicity, we assumed that karst window water level is
representative of conduit pressure head. We used data from Paraner's Branch as the hydraulic head input at the
conduit‐matrix boundary and compare the results to monitoring wells 3 and 5, approximately 55 and 125 m from
the conduit, respectively (Figure 1). These data are down sampled from an original rate of 2 min to 0.25 days and
lowpass filtered with a cutoff period of 2 days to eliminate high frequency noise.

The tilt stations RE1T and RE2T were placed in boreholes (6–8 m depth) within the uppermost unconsolidated
sand and clay unit and a few meters above bedrock. Station SWWP was a platform tiltmeter shallowly buried and
vaulted (0.5–1 m depth). To better represent the conditions of the field site in the model, we included a 2 m thick
upper layer and test two end‐member cases: high hydraulic diffusivity (k = 9.97·10− 10 m2, Sy = 0.15) sand and
low hydraulic diffusivity (k = 9.97·10− 15 m2, Sy = 5·10

− 5 m2) clay (Fetter, 2001; SWFWMD, 2009). This
adjustment to the model geometry was crucial as the initial simulations yielded nrad range tilt magnitudes, while
μrad range tilt signals are observed in the data. Also, we fixed the porosity to 0.36 for both cases (Allen, 1985),
used typical Poisson's ratio values for sand (0.45) and clay (0.40) (Gudmundsson, 2011), and calculated the Biot‐
Willis coefficient as a function of porosity as 0.99 based on empirical equations for unconsolidated sediments
(Lee, 2003).

To calibrate the model, the hydraulic head result was manually tuned by adjusting the limestone permeability until
the output roughly corresponded to the observed water level in Well 3 and Well 5. We found that the size and
depth of the conduit can impact the results (Figures 5 and 6, and Figure S11 in Supporting Information S1);
however, for this initial calibration, we decided to fix the radius and depth to the reported values of the largest
known passages (10 and − 30 m, respectively; Moore et al., 2010; Screaton et al., 2004).

Finally, we manually tuned the Young's modulus of the upper layer until the modeled tilt reflected the observed
tilt at RE1T, SWWP, and RE2T, which are approximately 70, 112, and 175 m from the conduit (Figure 1b).
Specifications of the tilt equipment and post‐processing can be found in Text S5 and Table S5 in Supporting
Information S1. Further processing involved rotating the tilt into radial and transverse components, that is,
perpendicular and parallel to the conduit, respectively. Also, the tilt data are bandpass filtered between 2 and
27 days with a 6th order Butterworth filter to mitigate against diurnal and transient noise (e.g., temperature and
Earth tides). In late July, RE1T experienced equipment issues resulting in a data gap.

The water level and tilt data observations are not replicated by the model in the case of the highly‐permeable sand
layer and within a reasonable range of hydraulic diffusivity (Figure S13 in Supporting Information S1). Addi-
tionally, a conduit size well beyond and much shallower than the known maximum estimates would be needed to
reproduce the data observations in the purely unconfined case. However, if we consider a low‐permeability clay
layer, we are able to capture the magnitude and general behavior of the water levels observed at the monitoring
wells (Figures 7a and 7b).

We find that a permeability of 2.5·10− 11 m2 results in a good match to the monitoring well observations (within
15 cm) when considering the clay layer. This value of permeability falls slightly beyond the upper end estimates
for UFA limestone from core samples, which themselves may range over many orders of magnitude within a
single borehole (Budd & Vacher, 2004; Williams & Kuniansky, 2016). However, core sample permeability
estimates do not account for the dual‐porosity nature of karst systems (Budd & Vacher, 2004; Williams &
Kuniansky, 2016). For instance, transmissivities estimated from aquifer pump tests in unconfined or poorly
confined regions of the UFA (Williams & Kuniansky, 2016) and from conduit‐monitoring well hydraulic head
interactions at the SRS (J. M. Martin et al., 2006) suggest that much higher permeability (up to 6·10− 9 m2) need to
be considered to account for aquifer‐averaged effects of the dual‐porosity system.

The karst sink‐spring systems of Florida are part of hydrologically complex areas, generally near boundaries
separating confined and unconfined portions of the UFA (Upchurch et al., 2019; Williams & Kuniansky, 2016).
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The confined portions of the UFA are defined by the presence of the clay‐rich Hawthorn Group, which are
overlain by the same post‐Miocene unconsolidated sand and clay unit as the unconfined portions (Miller, 1986).
In the confined regions, the overlying unconsolidated unit is referred to as the Surficial Aquifer System (SAS).
Sepúlveda and Kuniansky (2011) report that the SAS transitions from highly permeable sand to less permeable
silt and clay sands with depth, and the SAS can be partially confined in areas due to the existence of discontinuous
clay lenses. From the drill logs of all but one of our tiltmeter boreholes at the SRS, the Florida Geological Survey
encountered dense clay between 3 and 6 m depth (D. Paul, personal commun., November 2018). These clay may
be acting as a partial confining layer to the limestone unit as suggested by the model results.

We elected to fix the limestone specific yield in the model, but the existence of a partial confining unit could
suggest a lower value. Although an actual specific yield eludes us due to the wide‐range of possible trans-
missivity, we can more confidently approximate, from Equation 7, that the aquifer here has a hydraulic diffusivity
of approximately 0.16 m2/s.

Modeled tilt at y= 0 m and at the corresponding station distances from the conduit is also shown in Figures 7c–7e.
We find that a clay Young's modulus of 2 MPa produced tilt of the correct order of magnitude, which is consistent

Figure 7. (a and b) Observed monitoring well data at (a) Well 3 and (b) Well 5 (red). Modeled hydraulic head results at
y = − 30 m corresponding to Well 3 (x = 55 m) and Well 5 (x = 125 m) (black) are also displayed, as well as observed karst
window water level at Paraner's Branch used as conduit‐matrix boundary input (blue). (c)–(e) Observed tilt in the radial (red)
and transverse (maroon) components with respect to the conduit direction at (c) RE1T, (d) SWWP, and (e) RE2T. Modeled
tilt at the upper boundary corresponding to RE1T (x = 70 m), SWWP (x = 112 m), and RE2T (x = 175 m) (black) are also
displayed. All monitoring well and tiltmeter locations are presented in Figure 1.
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with lower‐end estimates of soft clay (Bowles, 1997). The polarity of the modeled tilt depends on which side of
the conduit the respective observations are located on and whether the conduit is being pressurized or unpres-
surized. Stations which are east of the conduits (e.g., RE1T and RE2T) should exhibit dominantly negative tilt in
the radial component, while stations west of the conduits (e.g., SWWP) should have dominantly positive tilt in the
radial component. Although observed data from both radial and transverse components are plotted, there is zero
tilt in the model solution for the transverse component given the 2D nature of the model.

If the assumptions of the model are entirely correct, and the tilt records do not include unmodeled effects, then
signals should be observed only in the radial component. Stations RE1T and SWWP show dominant tilt in the
radial component, and both appear to have captured the modeled peaks (Figures 7c–7e). Observations at both
locations generally have the same polarity, although SWWP exhibits a polarity reversal during the second peak in
late August. Station RE2T, however, expresses a dominant signal in the transverse component and also expe-
riences a polarity reversal (Figure 7e). The signals in the transverse components of RE1T and SWWP and radial
component of RE2T are lower in magnitude and noisier than in the other component.

Reversals in polarity and signal present in both components suggest multiple source locations. This is because a
single conduit would produce an observable signal only in the radial component with polarity consistent to that of
the model prediction, otherwise there must be additional source locations, apparently activated in phase with the
modeled source. Polarity reversals further suggest that the dominant signal source location may not be temporally
constant. Because the reversals occur during the second larger peak in late August, this could be indicative of flow
path changes, such as activation of overflow paths or direct loading due to increased karst window water levels.
Also, the signals could be affected by additional noise sources such as temperature variations or Earth tides not
fully filtered out by the data post processing.

The results suggest that additional heterogeneities need to be carefully considered to improve this model. The first
order dynamics of the tilt observations are, however, adequately captured, as observed tilt magnitudes are highest
during the times predicted by the model. Future model considerations may include, but are not limited to, a 3D
model geometry, additional conduits, and zones of increased permeability and storage (e.g., karst hyporheic
zone).

5.3. Additional Complexities

In this section, we discuss the main limitations associated with this model and the adopted simplifications.

This study examines the general effects of conduit size, but conduit shape, multiple conduits, and fractures
introduce further complications. Identifying such features would require a dense geodetic array that fully transects
them or the use of an iterative or compressive sensing framework. Seismic source location methods, such as back
azimuth projections (e.g., Vore et al., 2019) and beamforming (e.g., Winberry et al., 2009), may help to resolve
source location issues as well. Consideration of fractures or other preferential flow pathways introduces com-
plications similar to the karst conduits because the governing fluid equations may need to be modified to explicitly
consider dual‐porosity (e.g., Barenblatt et al., 1960; Hernández et al., 2013; Z. Huang et al., 2011) or large
fractures would need to be modeled individually (e.g., K. Huang et al., 2020; Jacob et al., 2010; Lesparre
et al., 2017; Longuevergne et al., 2009). Furthermore, additional heterogeneities may exist, such that there may be
a so‐called “karst hyporheic flow zone” surrounding the local conduit vicinity in which there is more significant
porosity and permeability than average due to increased dissolution (Dogwiler & Wicks, 2006; Harrelson, 2017;
Wilson & Henry, 2014). For example, Harrelson (2017) reported values within the hyporheic zone up to twice as
large as those estimated for Cenozoic limestone in Table 2.

Although conduits account for up to 99% of the flow in karst systems (Worthington et al., 2000), and thus,
conduits are the main factor governing the introduction and removal of water from storage, diffuse recharge likely
accounts for some of the mismatch between the model and data observations.

5.4. Comparative Insights and Implications

This study contributes to the understanding of karst aquifer dynamics by exploring poroelastic responses induced
by conduit pressurization. In comparison to previous works involving numerical modeling and geodetic obser-
vation in karst systems (e.g., Braitenberg et al., 2019; Jacob et al., 2010; Longuevergne et al., 2009), our approach
involves fully coupled poroelastic models used to examine the behavior of endmember aquifers. Notably, our
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findings align with the advancements of Schuite et al. (2017) and Murdoch et al. (2021, 2023), showing that
geodetic observations in aquifers, as described by fully coupled poroelastic models, are sensitive to the
geometrical, mechanical, and hydrological properties. Our study demonstrates the validity of incorporating both
poroelastic models and geodetic observation by uniquely addressing localized deformation within karst aquifers
induced by conduit pressurization. These findings have implications for advancing the broader understanding of
the interactions between discrete heterogeneities and the surrounding aquifer, enhancing our ability to monitor
and predict localized aquifer behavior.

6. Conclusions
We constructed a poroelastic finite element model with the purpose of gaining a better understanding of ground
deformation induced by karst conduit pressurization and subsequent changes in groundwater storage. Case studies
were performed over parameter sets indicative of Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic confined and unconfined
aquifers. Additionally, we considered the effects of various conduit diameters and depths and roughly calibrated
the model to observed hydraulic head and tilt data acquired at the Santa Fe River Sink‐Rise system in north‐
central Florida, US.

Results show the influence of hydraulic diffusivity in the behavior of the poroelastic mediumwhen in the presence
of a pressurized conduit. Larger values of hydraulic diffusivity (e.g., Cenozoic confined) lead to faster propa-
gation of the poroelastic signal. The Paleozoic confined and Cenozoic unconfined cases have the same order of
magnitude hydraulic diffusivity and mark intermediate behavior between the end‐members. We find that the
mechanical response is influenced by the elastic moduli of the aquifer and Boit‐Willis coefficient, resulting in
distinctive behavior that varies depending on the rock age. The younger rocks considered are easier to deform. In
fact, the Paleozoic confined case experiences less deformation than the Cenozoic unconfined case even though the
poroelastic signal has the same spatial pattern. However, this does not translate into larger tilts at the surface
because spatially long‐wavelength signals may be of large amplitude but the relatively small gradients yield small
(i.e., flat) tilts (e.g., Cenozoic confined vs. unconfined cases). Furthermore, polarity of the tilt signal could be an
indicator of relative conduit location, depth, and size.

Incorporation of observed karst windowwater level as the conduit‐matrix pressure head input yields model results
in relative agreementwith observed groundwater well and tilt data. Themodel suggests partially confined behavior
due to an overlying clay layer. The spatial distribution and magnitude of the hydrologic response is well predicted
by the model (within 15 cm). Although the modeled tilt captures the overall trend of the observed data, it fails to
predict the observed polarity reversals. The model is also limited by its 2D nature, which allows it to predict only
one component of tilt perpendicular to the conduit. In reality, we observe tilt in both perpendicular and parallel
components to the known conduit location. These observations suggest that multiple pressurized source locations,
not captured by the model geometry, are leading to the tilt observations. Additional geometric and parameter
complexities, such as layer thickness, additional layers, and the spatial dependence of the aquifer hydraulic
diffusivity, elastic moduli, and/or Biot‐Willis coefficient highlight limitations of this simple formulation.

Data Availability Statement
COMSOL® output files, observed hydrological data, observed tilt data, and MATLAB scripts used to create
figures are available as part of the Zenodo hydrogeophysics community under https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
8191118 (Gochenour et al., 2023). Observed hydrologic data are also available through HydroShare (Luhmann
et al., 2023).
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